
7 sessions (Videos & Study Guide) ... search RightNow using "One At A Time"
We want to be difference-makers.  With each passing year, the question seems to get louder: Am I making
any difference in this world?  Kyle Idleman (author of Not A Fan) teaches us from Jesus' approach: one at a
time.

Faith and Company
 8 sessions (Videos) ... search RightNow using "faith&co"

The Faith & Co. documentary film series from Seattle Pacific University highlights the struggles and triumphs
of people living out their calling in the business world.

Life Shared
3 sessions (Videos & Leader Guide) ... search RightNow using "life shared"
This excellent series by Alpha explores what it means to live out God's call to share our lives and faith with
friends, colleagues, and neighbours through hospitality and invitation.

The Gospel of Mark
11 sessions (Videos & Leader Guide) ... search RightNow using "the gospel of Mark"
Tracing the steps of Jesus and the Twelve through Israel, Francis Chan explores the major themes of the
Gospel of Mark, and asks: Are we willing to take this journey to embrace discipleship?

One At A Time

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

Hearing God
6 sessions (USB/DVD, Leader Guide & Participant Guide)
At Heartland, we believe that God speaks to us today, and this study is designed to help your small group
grow in understanding and experiencing hearing God's voice.  Presented by a number of Heartland pastors.

HR

Spiritual Gifts 2.0

HR

RN

10 sessions (Leader Guide & Participant Guide) ... release date tbd
This discussion-based study will lead your small group members through a process of discovering their unique
spiritual gifts, within the context of community.  This is a fully revised version of our previous spiritual gifts study.

RN

RN

HR

Work As Worship Bible Study
6 sessions (Videos, Leader Guide & Handout) ... search RightNow using "Work as Worship Bible Study"
This six-part Bible study resource will challenge all of us to consider the reason God calls us to work.  It will
cause you to consider why He may have you in your current position and encourage you to look beyond how
your job makes you feel and see purpose and significance in your work.
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4 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Does Christian faith stand up to scrutiny - tough scrutiny? 

The Case for a Creator
 6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

Investigating the scientific evidence that points towards God.

The Case for Faith
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Investigating the toughest objections to Christianity.

Counter Culture
6 sessions (DVD, Study Guide & Book)
Respond to the most controversial issues in our culture.

Faith Under Fire - Tough Faith Questions

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

The Case for Christ
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Investigating evidence for Jesus.

Grace Is Greater

HR

5 sessions (DVD, Journal Book & Leader Guide)
No sin is so great, no bitterness so deep that God's grace cannot transform your heart and rewrite your story.

HR

H20 - A Journey of Faith
10 sessions (4-disc DVD & Leader Guide & 10-disc DVD)
Carefully crafted storytelling designed to create a safe atmosphere where people are comfortable
considering the person of Jesus Christ. 
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Jesus Among Secular Gods
6 sessions (DVD, Book & Study Guide)
Share your faith in a culture of opposing world views. 

HR

The Reason For God
6 sessions (DVD & Discussion Guide)
Learn how to engage others in dialogue on six common objections to Christianity.

HR



(DVD & Workbook)
Up to 17 weeks of apologetic training series.  Learn how to answer common questions about Christianity.

Seeking Allah, Finding Jesus
 8 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

A former Muslim shares the evidence that led him from Islam to Christianity. 

Six Steps to Reading Your Bible
(DVD & Workbook)
Start from square one and make progress in getting into your Bible.

Six Steps to Talking About Jesus
(DVD & Workbook)
Start from square one and learn how to engage people in spiritual conversations.

So Many Questions

Share Jesus Without Fear
4 sessions (DVD, Study Guide & New Testament)
Respond to the most controversial issues in our culture. 

Starting Point

HR

8 sessions (DVD & Conversation Guide)
A small group conversation about faith; discover our starting point. 

HR

Two Ways to Live: Know & Share the Gospel
(DVD, Leader Guide & Participant Guide)
Learn to share the gospel thoroughly for yourself, and to be able to share the gospel naturally with other
people. 
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The Five Money Personalities
 12 sessions (DVD, Book & Guidebook)

Speaking the same love and money language. 

Life. Money. Legacy.
5 week series (Leader Guide & Participant Guide)
A five-week financial study based on Dave Ramsey's teaching and the book Total Money Makeover.

Managing Our Finances God's Way
(Workbook, CD-ROM & Study Guide)
Biblical financial management.

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

God Provides
6 sessions (DVD & Companion Guides)
God wants to be our provider above anything else.

HRHR
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4 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

Colossians, Focus on Christ
 8 sessions (Study Guide)

Refocusing on Christ in the midst of today's diversions.

Deepening Life Together - Ephesians
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

Deepening Life Together - John
8 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

Deepening Life Together - Parables

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

Deepening Life Together - Acts
8 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

Deepening Life Together - Praying God's Way

HR

4 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

HR

Deepening Life Together - Promises of God
7 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
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Deepening Life Together - Revelation
8 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

HR

Deepening Life Together - Romans
7 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

HR

Discover the New You - Colossians
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
How to place your life in the secure hands of God. 

HR

Life Lessons with Max Lucado: Book of Hebrews
12 sessions (Study Guide)
Jesus is better than every form of the old faith.

HR



Live Wisely - James
 6 sessions (Study Guide)

Practical wisdom for making Christ-honouring decisions.

Timothy and Titus (1 & 2)
12 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Valuable keys to discipleship in any generation.

HR
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(Available at the church office)
We encourage EVERY Life Group to work through our Membership Manual, in order to better understand
where our church stands on the biblical issues connected to each of our five core values.

Discover Your Spiritual Gifts
 6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

This discussion-based study will lead your small group members through a process of
discovering their unique spiritual gifts, within the context of community.  This will complement
the weekend teaching about the various spiritual gifts, and is designed to be very interactive
and practical for Life Groups. 

God Speaks: How to Hear the Voice of God
5 sessions (DVD & Duotang)
Guiding you through the steps to hearing God's voice.

Hearing God
6 sessions (USB/DVD, Leader Guide & Participant Guide)
At Heartland, we believe that God speaks to us today, and this study is designed to help your small group
grow in understanding and experience hearing God's voice.  Teaching presented by a number of Heartland
pastors.

Heartland's Membership Manual

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

The Six-Question Bible Study
However  long you want/need for this study (Printed Sheets)
This simple tool has been a staple for group studies at Heartland for many years!  Take any passage of
Scripture and work through these six basic but transformative questions - works phenomenally well as a short
filler between series.

HR

The Small Group Sermon Study
However  long you want/need for this study (Printed Sheets)
A nine-question template for studying further into the passage covered in the weekend sermon.  Works
phenomenally well as a short filler between series, or to allow a group to track along with the sermon
series.
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12 Sessions (Available at the church office)
Hilarious, practical, no-holds barred advice.

The Art of Marriage
 6 sessions (DVD, Host Guide & Participant Guide Kit)

Getting to the heart of God's design.

Fight Your Way to a Better Marriage (Smalley)
6 sessions (DVD & Leader Guide)
What if conflict in marriage could be a good thing?  This curriculum emphasizes that when couples fight, they
have the opportunity to get to the real issue that is lurking below the surface.  Therefore, if handled well,
arguments have the potential to create greater understanding, trust and connection within a couple's
relationship.

iMarriage - Transforming Your Expectations
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Learn to transform your expectations and look to God.

Laugh Your Way to a Better Marriage

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

Love & Respect (Eggerichs)
10 Sessions (DVD & Participants Guide)
Cracking the communication code between husband and wife involves understanding one thing: that
unconditional respect is as powerful for him as unconditional love is for her.

Love & Respect - Building Blocks
6 Sessions (DVD & Discussion Guide)
Five key principles that will create "AHA!" moments and bring fresh insight into your marriage.
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You and Me Forever
8 Sessions (DVD, Study Guide & Book)
Pursuing God first and foremost; marriage in light of eternity. 

HR



6 Sessions (Workbooks available at Heartland)
This first volume of 33 The Series starts with meaningful insights into the current state of manhood, which will
help men navigate through some realities that have created cultural confusion.  It follows by unfolding God's
mandates for all men and offering a clear definition of authentic manhood that will help men on their
journey. 

Conquer
 10 sessions (USB & Study Guides)

?

The Quest For Authentic Manhood
24 sessions (DVD)
Understand your masculine identity and pursue authentic manhood.

Stepping Up
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Learn to transform your expectations and look to God.

33 The Series - Volume 1: A Man and His Design

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

33 The Series - Volume 2: A Man and His Story
6 Sessions (Workbooks available at Heartland)
This volume of 33 The Series provides men with biblical perspective of their "story."  It equips them to
embrace how their past has affected their present and prepares them to deal with whatever the future may
hold.
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33 The Series - Volume 3: A Man and His Traps
6 Sessions (Workbooks available at Heartland)
This volume of 33 The Series challenges and equips men to go below the surface, to look deep into their
hearts and explore some areas that are all too easy to ignore but that are critical in their journey toward
Authentic Manhood.  It introduces a framework and a process that will help men understand what lies
behind the manhood traps and beneath the heart idols that can distract them from the truth and the power
of the Gospel.

HR RN

33 The Series - Volume 4: A Man and His Work
 6 Sessions (Workbooks available at Heartland)
This volume of 33 The Series begins by recognizing the obstacles and tensions that men can experience in
their work-lives and then unfolds a process that helps men move beyond the conventional perspective of
work that can lead to dead ends and frustration.  It leads them to a bigger, biblical vision of work that
goes back to God's original intentions.

HR RN



33 The Series - Volume 6: A Man and His Fatherhood
6 Sessions (Workbooks available at Heartland)
This volume of 33 The Series is all about … setting you up to win as a dad.  All six sessions are designed to
help dads think strategically about how they play out their important role.  It equips you with insights that
will help guide you through key decisions and the great challenges of being dad.

33 The Series - Volume 5: A Man and His Marriage
6 Sessions (Workbooks available at Heartland)
This volume of 33 The Series is for you because it looks at what God says about the whole thing.  It lays out
an inspiring picture of God's vision for marriage that will change everything if you're “stuck” and will
encourage you if you're already thriving.

HR RN

HR RN
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6 Sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
How to enhance, advance and influence your children's relationships.

Effective Parenting in a Defective World
 9 sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Workbook)

Grace Based Parenting
10 sessions (DVD, Book Kit & Participation Guide)
Embracing and giving the grace God offers. 

Growing Kids God's Way - Let the Children Come
17 sessions (DVD, Leader Guide, Book & Workbook)
Reaching the heart of your child with a God-centered purpose.  Topics include morality, conscience, respect,  
obedience, discipline, consequences, etc. 

Parental Guidance Required

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

Power of a Praying Parent
(Book)
Why leave your child's life to chance when you can give it to God?

Shepherding a Child's Heart
13 Sessions (Book & Handbook)
How to speak to the heart of your child.
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Tough Guys & Drama Queen
9 Sessions (DVD, Facilitator Handbook & Participant Guide)
How not to get blindsided by your child's teen years.  Practical wisdom on the vital importance of
relationship and forgiveness, and how conflict is actually the precursor to change. 

HR



10 Sessions (Study Guide)
Making God the centre of your life. 

Anger: Taming Your Wild Side
 8 sessions (DVD & Purple Duotang)

Designed to lead you to a supernatural healing encounter with God.

The Battle Plan for Prayer
8-week study (DVD Kit & Study Guide)
This Bible study is designed to help believers become more devoted to prayer and to faithfully and effectively
wield the weapon of prayer in the battles and seasons of life.

Becoming a Good Samaritan
(DVD & Participant Guide)
Explore issues like poverty, social justice, the environment. 

The Blazing Center

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

The Blessing
6 Sessions (DVD & Digital Study Guide)
Give the gift of unconditional love and acceptance. 

Boundaries
9 Sessions (DVD & Participant Guide)
Help people learn the secrets and cultivate the habit of setting and maintaining healthy boundaries that
provide the framework for the rich, productive relationships.
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Courageous (Living) - Dare to Take a Stand
4 Sessions (DVD, Study Guide & Book)
Live courageously for the sake of your family. 

HR
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Dare to Be Uncommon
7 Sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Discover how to impact your world. 

HR

Discover Your Spiritual Gifts (Wagner)
(Book & Questionnaire)
Identify and understand your God-given spiritual gifts.

HR



Doing Life Together, Series 1 - Beginning Life Together
 6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)

God's purpose for your life. 

Doing Life Together, Series 2 - Connecting With God's Family
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
God's purposes for your life.
Fellowship.

HR
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Doing Life Together, Series 3 - Growing to be Like Christ
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Discipleship.

HR

Doing Life Together, Series 4 - Developing Your S.H.A.P.E to Serve
Others

(DVD & Study Guide)
Ministry.

HR

Doing Life Together, Series 5 - Sharing Your Life Mission Every Day
(DVD & Study Guide)
Evangelism.

HR

Doing Life Together, Series 6 - Surrendering Your Life for God's
Pleasure

(DVD & Study Guide)
Worship.

HR

Emotionally Healthy Spirituality (Scazzero)
8 sessions (DVD, Book & Workbook Set)
Will take you beyond merely reading about emotional health and contemplative spirituality, to introduce you
to a life with God that goes beyond "tip of the iceberg spirituality."

HR

EPIC - Discover the Story God is Telling
6 sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
There is a larger story and you have a crucial role to play in it. 

HR

Experiencing Christ Together, Series 7 - Connecting in Christ
Together

6 Sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
Fellowship.

HR

Experiencing God
12 sessions (DVD, Book & Leader Guide Kit)
Knowing and doing the will of God. 

HR



Facing the Giants in Your Life
 12 sessions (DVD & Study Guide Binder)

Equipping you to overcome every fear, every failure, every temptation ... every giant. 

Follow
8 sessions (Participant Guide)
Jesus' teaching from the Gospels on what it really means to follow Him. 

HR
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God's Design for Greatness: Serving in Community
4 sessions (DVD & Book)
Explores biblical teaching on achieving greatness through serving as a group. 

HR

Grace: More Than We Deserve, Greater Than We Imagine
8 Sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Participant Guide)
Have you been changed by grace? 

HR

Honor Begins At Home
8 Sessions (DVD & Study Guide)
To go along with the Courageous full-length DVD movie. 

HR

I Like Giving
(Book)
Practical ideas, inspiring stories about generous living.

HR

The Jesus I Never Knew
6 sessions (DVD & Participant Guide)
Expand and possibly redefine your understanding of Jesus. 

HR

Laughing Matters
13 video segments (DVD & Book)
Learning to laugh when life stinks. 

HR

The Life You've Always Wanted
6 Sessions (DVD, Study Guide & Book)
Spiritual discipline for ordinary people. 

HR

Liquid: Live At Five
5 sessions (DVD & Leader Guide)
Modern versions of Biblical stories. 

HR

Living Crazy Love
10 sessions (Workbook)
Embracing God's intense, relentless love and watch that love transform every aspect of your being. 

HR RN



Not A Fan
 6 sessions (DVD & Book)

Becoming a true follower (not just a fan) of Jesus. 

Prayer: Does It Make Any Difference
6 sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Participant Guide)
To help you more fully consider, experience and cherish the priceless gift of prayer. 

HR
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The Prodigal God
6 sessions (DVD, Discussion Guide & Book)
Discover the amazing depths of God's extravagant love. 

HR

Rebuilding Your Broken World
8 Sessions (Study Guide)
James 1 - living in a world that has fallen apart. 

HR

Remembering the Forgotten God
7 Sessions (Workbook)
Pursuing a life defined by the Spirit of God. 

Surprised By Hope
6 Sessions (Book)
Gain an exciting vision of God's final new creation and how it can transform your life right now. 

HR

That the World May Know - Volume 1: Promised Land
5 sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discovery Guide)
Discover how God guided His people to a specific place to impact the world then and today. 

HR

That the World May Know - Volume 2: Faith Lessons on the Prophets &
Kinds of Israel 

5  Sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discovery Guide)
God shows His faithfulness to His people and to us in our culture today. 

HR

That the World May Know - Volume 3: Life & Ministry of the Messiah
8 Sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discover Guide)
Discover how the events of Jesus' day impacted His life, ministry and communication. 

HR

That the World May Know - Volume 4: Death & Resurrection of the
Messiah 

5 sessions (DVD & Discovery Guide)
Being a follower of Jesus means confronting evil - face to face. 

HR
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That the World May Know - Volume 5: Faith Lessons on the Early
Church  

5 sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discovery Guide)
Discover how the early church, on fire with the message of Jesus, literally changed the world!

That the World May Know - Volume 6: In The Dust of the Rabbi
5 sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discovery Guide)
Discover how to be closer to your Rabbi, Jesus, by doing what He does. 

HR
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That the World May Know - Volume 7: Walk As Jesus Walked
5 sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discovery Guide)
Discover the fierce passion of early Christians to walk like Jesus. 

HR

That the World May Know - Volume 8: God Heard Their Cry
5 Sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discovery Guide)
Discover how God answers the cry of His persecuted people. 

HR

That the World May Know - Volume 9: Fire on the Mountain
6 Sessions (DVD, Leader Guide & Discovery Guide)
Discover how God teaches the Israelites what it means to be a part of a community that loves Him. 

That the World May Know - Volume 15: A Clash of Kingdoms
5 Sessions (DVD & Discovery Guide)
Discover how Paul communicated the gospel to Phillippi, a Roman colony that worshipped false gods. 

HR

The Truth Project
12  Lessons (DVD Set)
Equipping believers with a comprehensive biblical worldview. 

HR

Walking With God
12 Lessons  (DVD, Book & Workbook)
Discover even deeper intimacy with God. 

HR

War Room
5 Sessions (DVD, Study Guide & Movie Trailer)
Prayer is a powerful weapon. 

HR

What's So Amazing About Grace
10 sessions (DVD, Participant Guide & Book)
Discover why grace is more amazing that you've ever dreamed! 

HR
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When I Lay My Isaac Down
 8 sessions (DVD & Leader Guide)

Unshakable faith in the unthinkable circumstances.

Your Gifts
(DVD & Leader Guide)
Discover God's unique design for you. 

HR
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Your Move
4 sessions (Participant Guide)
Four questions that will help you determine your best decision. 

HR



Adamant 
 6 sessions (DVD)

What is truth? This has become the defining question of our time. But while everyone has an opinion, truth, it
seems, is getting harder and harder to find. Perhaps that’s because we are searching for something when we
should be looking for someone. Truth has a name. More ancient than time and more present than this
moment, truth is not a river that changes with the cultural currents, but a rock—immovable, invincible,
unshakeable—and the cornerstone of all we are and ever dream to be. This book will help you find the
strength to anchor your soul and lead others to the Truth.

Anointed, Transformed, Redeemed: A Study of David
6 Sessions (DVD)
These authors' messages are divided into three segments, two lessons each.  Each segment focuses on the
life of David at a different stage of his life: as a young man (Shirer), as a middle-aged man (Moore), and as a
man facing the final third of his life (Arthur).

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource

Armor of God
7 Sessions (DVD)
All day, every day, an invisible war rages around you.  A cunning, devilish enemy seeks to wreak havoc on
everything that matters to you - your emotions, your mind, your family, your future. But...when the enemy
meets a woman dressed for the occasion, he fails miserably. Join Priscilla Shirer in a 7-session Bible study
that will challenge you to suit up, stand firm, and secure victory in your life. This study guide is designed to
be used in conjunction with the DVD sessions and includes 5 days of study per session, leader tips, and
prayers strategies. In the back are perforated prayer cards for you to craft your own prayers.
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Becoming More Than a Good Bible Study Girl
6 Sessions (DVD)
Tired of just going through the motions of being a Christian? Go to church. Pray. Be nice. That spiritual to-
do list just doesn’t cut it. But what does? How do you step out of the drudgery of religious duty to
experience a living, moment-by-moment, deeply intimate relationship with God? Join Lysa in this study to
help transform your walk with God.

HR



Before Amen
 4 sessions (DVD)

 In Before Amen, Max Lucado explores the very heart of Biblical prayer by offering distilled, hope-filled
prayers that will help you turn your heart towards the One who longs to speak with you.  Prayer is a lifeline,
a beacon of hope that we can cling to in life's difficult moments ... Lord, please protect my family ... God, I
need your help to make it through today ... Jesus, thank you for your grace ... It goes on and on.  Prayer is
the most necessary and most basic expression of our faith, yet we often struggle to do it.  The daily duties
of life crowd in, filling our days with activity and we don't communicate with our heavenly Father.
Thankfully, we aren't the first followers of Jesus to struggle with prayer.  The disciples did too.  In response
to their questions, Jesus gives them, and us, a simple, beautiful example to follow.
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Believing God: Experiencing a Fresh Explosion of Faith
 10 sessions (DVD)

We believe God, but do we “BELIEVE” Him?  This study delves into scripture passages that prove time and
again God’s faithfulness.  The student will learn the pledge of faith – God is who He says He is, God can
do what He says He can do, I am who God says I am, I can do all things through Christ, God’s word is alive
and active in me.  Not only do we learn the pledge of faith, we learn to live it and use it to His glory in our
everyday lives.

HR RN

Beloved Disciple: The Life & Ministry of John
 10 sessions (DVD)

This is a study of the young disciple, John.  It is a journey through scripture that places John at the feet of
Jesus Christ, enjoying His teachings with the zeal and innocence of a child.  This study touches on
Revelation and the visions given to him by God, up until his death. 

HR RN

The Best Question Ever: Learning to Foolproof Your Life
 6 sessions (DVD)

You are about to be introduced to a single question that will revolutionize the way you make decisions.
Speaker and author Andy Stanley poses one question to use as a filter through which to evaluate every
decision in every arena of your life. 

HR RN

The Best Yes: Making Wise Decisions in the Midst of Endless
Demands  

6 sessions (DVD)
Having trouble deciding which situations deserve a "yay" and which a "nay?"  Are you living with the stress
of an overwhelmed schedule and aching with the sadness of an underwhelmed soul?  Let Lysa TerKeurst
help you discern the option that shapes all your other choices - the best yes!  Offering Scripture-laced
insights on effective decision-making, she encourages you to be honest, imaginative, focused, trusting, and
humble as you discover the role God most wants you to play.

HR RN



The Bible
 30 sessions (DVD)

The Bible TV Series 30-Day Experience Guidebook was created as a companion to the epic Bible
Miniseries by Mark Burnett and Roma Downey.  Use the guidebook when watching the series on TV, DVD or
just as a way to go deeper into the meaning of the Bible over a 30-day journey.  The 160-page Guidebook
includes thirty lessons and daily devotional readings that will help you go deeper into the epic stories from
The Bible series.  This excellent resource emphasizes God's plan of redemption for mankind through Jesus
Christ. 
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Breaking Free: Making Liberty in Christ a Reality in Life
 11 sessions (DVD)

This is Beth Moore’s life message about freedom in Christ.  Through Scripture, you will discover the
transforming power of Christian freedom.  God intends for you to know and believe Him, glorify Him,
experience His peace and enjoy his presence.

HR RN

Breathe: Making Room for Sabbath
 5 sessions (DVD)

One of the greatest challenges among women in our culture is taking time to stop and cease from all the
activities and busyness and just breathe.  We are in bondage to busyness.  We constantly strive to
complete the limitless to-do lists that hinder us from experiencing all that God has for us.  By neglecting
time for tranquility, serenity, and repose, we limit our Christlikeness and miss out on some of God's greatest
gifts.  It is time for us to breathe and build margin into our lives for God.  Breathe helps us understand the
God-instituted principles and laws from the Old Testament that would transform the Israelites' mindset. 
 He didn't just want them legally free; He wanted them to be able to walk in the freedom and enjoy it.  So
God gave them many gifts, including boundaries in which to enjoy those gifts.  Sabbath was intended as a
gift, and it is still a gift to us today.  If you are weary, worn out, and exhausted the concept of Sabbath will
change your life. 

HR RN

 

Children of the Day
 8 sessions (DVD)

Join Beth Moore and walk the shores of Thessalonica with this verse-by-verse Bible study of 1 and 2
Thessalonians.  During this nine-week study, you'll learn how to let go of past mistakes and discover your
circumstances are not coincidental - God's timing is impeccable!  Whether you're facing family crises,
medical diagnoses, relationship troubles, doubts, or fears, you'll come away encouraged that even though
it may not feel that way, you are exactly where Christ wants you to be!

HR RN

Daniel: Lives of Integrity, Words of Prophecy
 12 sessions (DVD)

This study can be used as one or two studies.  The first portion, from Daniel chapters 1-6, deals with
Daniel’s life as he faced the kind of pressures and temptations Christians encounter today.  Daniel models
how to develop enduring integrity in an enticing world.  The second portion, chapters 7-12, explores
prophecies from the time of Daniel through the second coming of Christ.
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The Daniel Plan - 40 Days to a Healthier Life
 6  Sessions (DVD)

The Daniel Plan teaches simple ways to incorporate healthy choices into a reader's current lifestyle and
helps them understand the kind of foods God created to keep them fit and strong.  The book is
categorized around five key concepts for optimal health that promote success: faith, food, fitness, focus,
and friends.  These concepts encourage readers to deepen their relationship with God and offer
inspiration as they make positive choices each and every day.
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David: Seeking a Heart Like His
 11 sessions (DVD)

This is the study of David, the man after God’s own heart.  This study explores the ups and downs of the
King.  What keeps us from having a heart like God’s?  If you have ever experienced doubts, temptations,
personal inconsistencies, or losses, if you have anguished over family problems, then this study is for you.

HR RN

Discerning the Voice of God: How to Recognize When God is
Speaking  

6 sessions (DVD)
This study helps you with practical help in knowing what you hear is from God.  Through this study you will
become more familiar with God’s Holy Spirit, His character, language and tone of voice.

HR RN

 

Entrusted
 6 sessions (DVD)

We were never meant to take this journey of faith alone or in secret.  God has entrusted us with the great
and mighty gift of the gospel, something too precious and life-giving to keep to ourselves.  Beth will
encourage you to guard what God has entrusted to you, further His kingdom by sharing Christ with others,
and pour into future generations just as Paul once mentored Timothy.  Because in this journey of joy and
hardship, we need each other to stay the course and live lives of faithfulness.

HR RN

Ephesians - The Church: Rooted in Love, Walking in Power
 10 sessions (DVD)

Before Paul even hints at how believers should live, he lays a rock-solid foundation: who we are in Christ! 
 If you think you're just a cog in a machine, if you don't know your true identity, then this study is for you.
Praise God for what He planned in eternity past and is waiting to reveal to you now ... through the study of
His Word.  Learn who and what you are in Christ and you'll want to walk God's ways the rest of your life!

HR RN

Esther: It's Tough Being a Woman
 10 sessions (DVD)

This study looks at the layers of history and shows us how contemporary and applicable the story of Esther
is to us.  This portion of God’s word contains treasures to aid us in our hurried, harried, and pressured lives.

HR RN



Ezekiel - Part 1: The You Will Know That I Am The Lord
 10 Sessions (DVD)

God appointed Ezekiel as a watchman to warn his people of coming judgment.  Seeing visions and
performing signs, he called individuals to turn from wickedness to righteousness because God takes no
pleasure in the death of the wicked. How does this message of Ezekiel apply to you?  Are you grieved
about the sin everywhere you look?  Do you long for justice?
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HR RN

Ezekiel - Part 2: When My Sanctuary is in Their Midst Forever
 7 Sessions (DVD)

The watchman speaks hope from the Lord.  God will seek the lost, bring back the scattered, bind up the
broken and strengthen the sick.  He will set over them one Shepherd and He will feed them Himself.  Then
they will know that He is the Lord and they are His people.

HR RN

Faith, Abundant, True: Three Lives Going Deeper Still
 7 Sessions (DVD)

While these three women each speak on the distinctive topic the Holy Spirit had lead them to teach, the
messages result in a marvelous blend.  Kay challenges us to faithfulness in difficult days.  Priscilla points to
the essential of trust in God's ability, and Beth teaches on how to discern truth from error in these difficult
days.

HR RN

 

Finding I Am
 6 sessions (DVD)

What is the deep cry of your heart?  That ache in your soul that keeps you up at night?  The prayer you
keep repeating?  Jesus not only cares about this deep, spiritual wrestling, but He also wants to step in and
see you through it.  Join Lysa TerKeurst, on the streets of Israel, to explore the seven I AM statements of
Jesus found in the Gospel of John. 

HR RN

Galatians
 7 sessions (DVD)

As the gospel spread across the Roman world in the first decades after Jesus’ earthly ministry, conflict
arose.  Jews and Gentiles were believing the gospel, and a struggle over what it meant to be a Christian
began.  What does it mean to live under grace?  Do you have to keep the Law to be a Christian?  All of it
or just part of it?  Who is right?  How will we know?  God used an apostle to write a letter to some
churches that were struggling with this issue, a letter that still speaks today.  Its message clearly defines
the relationship between Law and grace, and how Christians live under grace, led by the Spirit, free from
bondage.

HR RN



Gideon
 7 Sessions (DVD)

When we hear the name Gideon, most of us think about his 300 soldiers or the fleece he laid out under the
evening sky.  But Gideon’s story is so much bigger than that—bigger than any one man and his mark on
Israel’s history.  Like everything else in the Bible, this is a story about God and His people—His love for them,
as well as His strength operating in spite of their weakness—even through their weakness.  And because
God’s people includes you and me, Gideon’s story is also about us—our lives, our doubts, our struggles, and
our possibilities as believers.  From a state of fear, weakness, and insecurity, Gideon emerged as Israel's
hero, filled with God's presence and His passion for deliverance.  This study will encourage you to
recognize your weakness as the key that the Lord gives you to unlock the full experience of His strength in
your life. In what ways do you feel insufficient?  Those places create the greatest opportunity to
experience the sufficiency of God.  Instead of ignoring, neglecting, or trying to escape your weaknesses,
see them as the gifts that they are, given specifically and strategically by God to unlock the door of God’s
strength.  
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HR RN

He Speaks to Me: Preparing to Hear From God
 7 Sessions (DVD)

 A common question of many Christians is, "How can I know when God is speaking to me?"  Priscilla uses
the account of God speaking to Samuel in 1 Samuel 3 to show how God speaks to Christians and how we
can discern His voice and position ourselves to respond.  In this exciting adventure, participants will
discover how God spoke to Samuel, Samuel's response, and how He speaks to believers today; they will be
encouraged to listen and respond to God's voice; and by listening to God's voice and obeying Him, women
will experience spiritual growth, Christian discipline, and the desire to serve.

HR RN

Hebrews
 7 Sessions (DVD)

The Book of Hebrews is a rich, dense section of Scripture that can intimidate the most scholarly biblical
student.  But Lisa Harper makes digging into Hebrews fun and doable, as only she can, without losing an
ounce of depth.  Hebrews was a sermon for a specific people and culture in the midst of martyrdom and
persecution, but is also so relevant for us today, reminding us to continue walking toward Jesus regardless
of our culture or our circumstances.  Join Lisa as she journeys through this bridge between the Old and
New Testaments to get to the heart of the matter: Jesus is our accessible King.  He is not a faraway God,
but an up-close Redeemer who draws near to us.  Hebrews helps women make the connection between
God the Father and God the Son and reminds us that Jesus is supreme, but He is also compassionate,
empathetic, and loving to no end.

HR RN

Here and Now ... There and Then: A Lecture Series on Revelation
 11 sessions (DVD)

This is a lecture series on the book of Revelation.  Beth presents many points of view, allowing women to
decide for themselves when the interpretation varies among scholars.  She teaches that God is as specific
about what He does reveal as He is about what He does not reveal.  Light homework.

HR RN



How Much More
 7 Sessions (DVD)

Maybe your head knows that God is always good, but your heart’s not so sure.  Or perhaps while reading
Scripture, you’ve wondered if our Creator Redeemer went through a personality change—from strictly
enforcing the rules in the Old Testament to loving the outcast in the New!
In this 7-session Bible study, you’ll discover divine love in the often overlooked and misunderstood
passages.  And you’ll be delighted to find that Jehovah of the Old Testament is the same redemptive and
compassionate God we see through Jesus Christ in the New Testament.  He has always been and will
always be for us!
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HR RN

If You Want to Walk on Water You've Got to Get Out of the Boat
 6 Sessions (DVD)

John Ortberg invites you to consider the incredible potential that awaits you outside your comfort zone.
Out on the risky waters of faith, Jesus is waiting to meet you in ways that will change you forever,
deepening your character and your trust in God.  The experience is terrifying. It's thrilling beyond belief. 
 It's everything you'd expect of someone worthy to be called Lord.

HR RN

The Inheritance
 9 Sessions (DVD)

This is a topical study of inheritance throughout God's Word.  Each session is approximately one hour in
length.  Key verse: Psalm 16:5-6 "The lines have fallen for me in pleasant places; indeed, I have a beautiful
inheritance" (Please note this series has a listening guide only; it does not have homework).

HR RN

James: Mercy Triumphs
 8 sessions (DVD)

Topics in this study include: joy, hardship, faith, reversal of fortunes for rich and poor, wisdom, gifts from
above, single-mindedness, the dangers of the tongue, humility, and prayer.  Plus, Beth introduces a 5-
tiered study approach that she has never done before.

HR RN

Jesus the One and Only
 11 sessions (DVD)

This is a study of the teachings of Jesus, based on the book of Luke.  It begins with the birth and continues
through the ascension. The content is such that it applies to modern-day living. 

HR RN

Jonah: Navigating a Life Interrupted
 7 sessions (DVD)

They shock us; they shake us; they compel us to change.  You can’t escape life’s interruptions, but you can
change your perspective on them.  Dive into the study of Jonah and discover that what you see as an
interruption may truly be God’s divine invitation to a life so much bigger than you can imagine.

HR RN



Just Walk Across the Room: Simple Steps Pointing People to Faith
 4 Sessions (DVD)

 Bill Hybels brings personal evangelism into the twenty-first century with a natural and empowering
approach modeled after Jesus himself.  No formulas, no memorized scripts.  This study is designed to equip
and inspire your small group to participate by taking simple walks across rooms—leaving your “Circle of
Comfort” and extending hands of care, compassion and inclusiveness to people who might need a touch
of God’s love today.
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HR RN

Law of Love
 6 Sessions (DVD)

The Law of Love: Lessons from the Pages of Deuteronomy - is a lecture series by Beth Moore.  The listening
guide features supplemental articles by Melissa Moore Fitzpatrick. 

HR RN

To Live As Christ: The Life and Ministry of Paul
 11 Sessions (DVD)

This is a study of the life, travels and teachings of Paul.  It begins with the type of upbringing Paul
experienced, to his transformation and on to his relationship with God until his death.  An overview of the
Hebrew customs is given in order to better grasp the teachings of Paul and of his methods to introduce
Jesus Christ to Jews and Gentiles.  This course is designed for women, but is appropriate for co-ed group
participation.

HR RN

Living Beyond Yourself: Exploring the Fruit of the Spirit
 11 sessions (DVD)

This is an in-depth study of each of the nine characteristics of the fruit of the Spirit: peace, patience, self-
control, joy, love, faithfulness, kindness, goodness and gentleness. It is a ‘how to’ on becoming more
Christlike in our day-to-day activities by exhibiting some of these characteristics.

HR RN

Love Does
 5 sessions (DVD)

This is a study about God’s love … and the most amazing thing about that love is that it’s not just a bunch
of rules or stuff we have to agree with.  God’s love is different.  It changes things.  It’s active.  It works.  It
risks.  God’s love … does.

HR RN

Now That Faith Has Come
 6 sessions (DVD)

Beth and Melissa Moore lead you on a 6-week excursion to Galatia to learn more about the community
that inspired Paul's impassioned letter!  Faced with the challenge of remaining true to the gospel of Jesus
Christ instead of submitting to the yoke of slavery again, they needed to hear this message then---as we
do today. 

HR RN

The Patriarchs: Encountering the God of Abraham, Isaac & Jacob
  11 sessions (DVD)

Discover God’s pursuit of relationship with man through the study of Genesis 12-50.  Beth Moore explores
such concepts as blessing, covenant, and promise.  See how they affect our lives as New Testament
believers.

HR RN



Philippians: How to Have Joy
 9 Sessions (DVD)

How do I live the Christian life joyfully regardless of people or circumstances?  What is the purpose of
suffering and the Christian perspective on death?  Do I have “the mind of Christ”?  Discover true, deep-
down joy in your life that the world cannot take away!     
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HR RN

Proven
 8 Sessions (DVD)

Too many of us walk through life feeling as if we don't measure up.  We always seem to thirst for more.  We
think if we could only work harder or be better, we could be enough.  But the truth is, we will never be
enough.  And thankfully, we don't have to be.  Jennie Allen walks through key passages in the Book of John
to demonstrate how only Jesus is enough.  We don't have to prove anything because Jesus has already
proven everything.  Discover how our thirsty hearts can only be quenched by the Living Water.

HR RN

The Quest
 6 Sessions (DVD)

The crooked punctuation mark at the end of a sentence speaks of curiosity, interest, and perhaps doubt.  A
question is an invitation to vulnerability, to intimacy.  The Bible does not shy away from such an invite. 
 Over and over we see the people of God asking questions of their Creator.  We also see the God of the
universe asking questions of His creation.

HR RN

Remembering the Forgotten God
 Today's church admires the gift of the Holy Spirit, but have we neglected to open it?  Chan tears away the

wrapping paper and the ribbons to uncover the source of the believing community's true power for witness
and service.  He issues a compelling invitation to understand, embrace, and follow the Spirit of the living
God. 

HR RN

Restless
 8 sessions (DVD)

In Restless, Bible teacher and fellow struggler Jennie Allen explores practical ways to identify the threads
of your life and how to intentionally weave them together.  She explains how your gifts, passions, places,
and relationships aren’t random; they’re deliberate and meaningful.  And your suffering—it’s possible it has
produced the very thing you want to give back to the world.  Using the story of Joseph, the dreamer, Jennie
explains how his suffering, gifts, relationships—all of the threads of his life—fit into the greater story of God
and how our stories can do the same.  What would happen if God got bigger than your fear and insecurity,
and you spent the rest of your life running without reservation after his purposes for you?  You were
created for more.

HR RN



Seamless
 7 Sessions (DVD)

Does the Bible often seem like a just collection of disjointed stories of people and places?  Seamless
dispels that idea by covering the major events from the Bible, tying them together into the greater story of
Scripture, God's Story.  The goal of Seamless is to lead girls to a complete understanding of God's story as
seen from Genesis to Revelation.  Each session will feature people, places, and promises including maps,
general Bible facts, word studies, and key information that ties all of Scripture together into the seamless
truth of the gospel message.
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HR RN

 

The Shelter of God's Promises
 10 Sessions (DVD)

Where do you turn for shelter in the worse storms of life?  You know God’s promises, but are they for you,
are they for now, are they for this?  If you look to your circumstances alone, it may seem that God has
forgotten you.  But He hasn’t.  He can’t.  And He wouldn’t even if He could.  God is the only promise maker
who is always a promise keeper.  And God’ promises will never fail you!

HR RN

Stepping Up: A Journey Through the Psalms of Ascent
 

HR RN

The Rock, The Road, The Rabbi
 6 sessions (DVD)

When she began studying the biblical texts in their original Hebrew and Greek and hiking the ancient paths
of Israel, Kathie Lee discovered a deeper understanding of the Bible and of God Himself.
Follow her as she hikes the land with Rabbi Jason Sobel, Ray Vander Laan, and others who are trained in
the messianic rabbinical way - and see Jesus' earthly homeland with new eyes!  Features end-of-chapter
teachings from Rabbi Sobel.

HR RN

7 Sessions (DVD)
Jewish pilgrims sang Psalms 120-134 on the way to their great festivals and as key elements of worship at
the temple.  Join Beth as you journey together toward greater fellowship with and worship of God.

Titus
 3 sessions (DVD)

How do you live with integrity in a nation without morals?  Can the church effectively engage and change
this destructive condition in our society?  How does your life reflect your faith?  Learn how you can change
the culture into which God has called you.

HR RN

Twelve Women of the Bible: Life-Changing Stories for Women Today
 12 sessions (DVD)

Unearth fresh insights for your life from women who lived thousands of years ago.  In this 12-session DVD
study, learn how God moved in the lives of six women in the Old Testament and six women in the New
Testament whose struggles to live with faith and courage are not unlike your own.

HR



Undaunted
 5 Sessions (DVD)

Learn how to overcome the challenges and painful circumstances you've experienced so that you may
grow in faith and help others!  Using her own dramatic life story, Caine reveals how God rescued her from
abuse, abandonment, and fear to embark on a mission of adventure for him—and how you can do the
same! 
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HR RN

 Unglued: Making Wise Choices iin the Midst of Raw Emotions
 6 Sessions (DVD)

God gave us emotions to experience life, not destroy it!  Lysa TerKeurst admits that she, like most women,
has had experiences where others bump into her happy and she comes emotionally unglued.  We stuff, we
explode, or we react somewhere in between.  What do we do with these raw emotions?  Is it really
possible to make emotions work for us instead of against us?  Yes! 

HR RN

Uninvited: Living Loved When You Feel Less Than, Left Out and
Lonely

6 Sessions (DVD)
The enemy wants us to feel rejected ... left out, lonely, and less than.
In Uninvited, Lysa shares her own deeply personal experiences of rejection—from the perceived judgment
of the perfectly toned woman one elliptical over to the incredibly painful childhood abandonment by her
father. She leans in to honestly examine the roots of rejection, as well as rejection's ability to poison
relationships from the inside out, including our relationship with God.

 

HR RN

 

RN

Vanishing Grace: What Ever Happened to the Good News?
 5 sessions (DVD)

In his landmark book What's So Amazing about Grace?, Philip Yancey issued a call for Christians to be as
grace-filled in their behavior as they are in declaring their beliefs. He now returns to this vital subject, asking
why Christians continue to lose respect, influence, and reputation in modern culture, yet people everywhere
still thirst for grace.  How can Christians present truly Good News amid the changing landscapes of our time?
Why do so many people dislike Christians?  How can we communicate faith in an appealing way to future
generations?  Using his trademark journalistic style—story-filled, compelling, accessible—Yancey explores how
grace can bridge the gap between Christian faith and a world increasingly suspicious of it.

HR RN

When Godly People Do Ungodly Things: Arming Yourself in the Age
of Seduction

 6 sessions (DVD)
This study explores why devoted followers of Christ can fall into the traps of Satan.  This study covers the
biblical warnings of Satan’s seductive activity.  This is a guide to authentic repentance and restoration.

HR RN



A Woman's Heart: God's Dwelling Place
 11 Sessions (DVD)

This in-depth biblical study explores the fascinating account of the building of the tabernacle, the
significance of its intricate design, its role in God’s eternal plan, the fulfillment of its purpose by Jesus
Christ, and its variety of meanings for your walk with God today.  You will learn more about His will for your
life and His provision for you.
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HR RN

 You Are the Girl of the Job
 6 Sessions (DVD)

It's tough when your gifts and passions are stuck in holding patterns of insecurity, shame, and comparison.
But the truth is, every experience of your life has prepared you to live out your God-given purpose in this
exact moment.  The world is hurting and our lives are waiting, we don't have time stay stuck—we've got to
make a move. 

HR RN

You're Already Amazing
6 Sessions (DVD)
With this heart-to-heart message, licensed counselor and certified life coach Holley Gerth invites you to
embrace one very important truth—that you truly are already amazing.  Like a trusted friend, Holley gently
shows you how to forget the lies and expectations the world feeds you and instead believe that God loves
you and has even bigger plans for your life than you've even imagined. 

 

HR RN

 RNZechariah - They Shall Be My People, And I Will Be Their God
 7 sessions (DVD)

What will happen on the day when the Lord is king over all the earth?  There is a future time of restoration
coming for the righteous.  Are you ready for that day?

HR RN



i-Worship at Home - Volume 2
 14 songs (DVD)

i-Worship at Home - Volume 3
14 songs (DVD)

i-Worship at Home - Volume 5
14 songs (DVD)

HR - Heartland Resource Library RN - RightNow Media Resource
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